Rush Converter for the Car
1N4001

A relay is used to allow for a remote power switch. If the switch will be mounted in
the box with the circuitry, the relay may be replaced by additional poles on the switch.
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This tank is tuned to about 15 MHz
other frequencies may be converted
but this tank should be changed to
the new input frequency.
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The trimmer and 22 pF may be
other values. The goal is to tune
15.42 MHz to the desired spot
on the AM dial, usually near 1MHz.
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This circuit can become unstable if the layout is poor.
Construct the circuit on a piece of copper-clad circuit
board material and keep the leads short. The 15 pF
input capacitor should have short leads so mount
this input near the input connector or use a short
piece of coax cable with the shield connected to the
copper board.

This converter allows an ordinary AM car radio to receive 15.42 MHz (WRNO). A famous talk
show is transmitted by this station. The unit should be constructed in a metal box with antenna
connectors compatible with the car radio. The converter includes a relay which automatically
bypasses the converter when power is removed. A single power wire comes out of the
converter box and goes to a power switch located in a convenient spot. (The unit is connected
to ground through the coax.) Make sure to keep the leads short and use ground-plane
construction. The circuit is not so fussy that a beginner should fear to proceed but it is more
challanging than many projects. The performance is quite good and well worth a little effort.

